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Background
Millennials are quoted as the poorest generation ever. And if millennials do not adopt the mindset of 
budgeting and planning for the future, they could very well be living from paycheck to paycheck and will 
have a hard time getting through rainy days.

Assumptions
Before deep diving into researching about personal budgeting, some assumptions were made with 
existing knowledge:

● People spend more than within their means 
● Due to inflation, there is a need to better manage money
● There are budgeting apps out there for use 
● No effective framework to help one save more



Research
Some problems of personal budgeting identified through internet research includes:

● Impulsive spending - warping expenses
● Not having financial goals
● Not using the right budgeting methods 
● Not budgeting consistently 
● Unexpected expenses
● Inconsistent income or spending (therefore a need to change budgeting template based on 

editable periods)
● Inputting expenses into the wrong categories. (ike having a category for household paper goods 

and another for kitchen paper goods (woof)—or so general that they give you no insight into your 
spending and fail to change your behavior (as in: one lump category for all Amazon purchases)

Some of the research pointers in bold validates my assumptions on personal budgeting



User Research
A combination of face to face and messaging interviews were conducted with 5-10 people aged 24-26 (Millennials)
The questions asked are in the table below after giving the context.
Follow up questions are categorised below a yes or no answer so that the interview can still
be fruitful.

1. Do you do budgeting?

If the answer is yes: If the answer is no:

2. What do you use to do your 
budgeting?

2. Do anyone you know do 
budgeting?

3. How do you use the product? 3. How do they use the product?

4. Were there any problems you 
faced?

4. Were there any issues they talked 
about?

5. What feature would you like most in 
an expenses tracking/budgeting app?

5. What is stopping you from 
budgeting/ tracking expenses?



Data Synthesis

Inputs gathered from interviews 
are recorded and synthesised 
using affinity mapping. Which helps 
to form useful user insights (next 
page).



User Insights

Users mainly use budgeting apps for 
tracking of expenses and do not rely 
on it to compare to their budget as 
budget is a one time amount which 
can be kept in mind instead of using 
app

User Insight 1

Users would like to use the apps to 
customise to their lifestyle and see 
functions like tracking by period, 
seeing savings, categorisation

User Insight 3

People would drop out of tracking 
expenses, or not start at all due to 
recording being too tedious (manual, 
need to remember to do it, need to 
key in accurately)

User Insight 2



Forming HMW Statements
To find solutions for the insights, some “How Might We (HMW)” statements were formed

How 
might we

design The expenses tracking system

so that our users

Feel motivated to start/continue 
using the app

add Challenges and games Are rewarded when keeping to their 
tracking habits

design A new automatic account syncing 
feature

Will be consistent in tracking their 
expenses

design A new alert system so that Can be reminded on how much 
they are spending

create An error alert system May be informed when they might 
have keyed in the wrong spending

show Expenses overview Can understand at one glance?

show Different periods Can see their tracking based on 
period that they are interested



User Personas

Presenting 2 reliable and realistic 
representation of the target user on the 

next 2 slides
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Crazy 8’s
Illustrated 8 ideas 
based on previous 
HMW statements

Includes attempts to make tracking a fun 
task, integrating cards to track expenses, 
showing varying periods per user 
requirements, etc.



Identify Features, 
Crafting User Stories

1. User stories are crafted based on features identified to 
be beneficial to have on the expenses tracking 
application. 

2. User stories are prioritised based on the MoSCow 
prioritisation technique

3. Card Sorting used to turn user stories into a feature that 
is part of a category to assist with making a 
sitemap/user flow



Kanban Board

Rationale: It is a must have 
because expenses tracking 
is to take note of how much 
was spend in certain period 
of time.

Rationale: user insights 
revealed that comparing to 
budget is not quite relevant 
to millennials as of now  

Making it into a feature



Card Sorting

Turning user 
stories into 
features

Grouping the features and giving 
them a title/category 



Login/ Sign Up

Homescreen

Adding/Editing 
Expenses

Key in amount

Account

Categories

Recurrent 
expenses Settings

Set reminders

Synced cards

FAQ

Key in amount

Account

Categories

Dashboard

Accounts - $

Overview

Spending charts 
customisation

History

Pick 2 periods

Comparison

Site Map A site map is created by 
inputting features done in 
previous card sorting

Customization
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Prototype link

https://www.figma.com/proto/b3W4vWC5MZRJUjI3aNeMK8/Mid-Fi-(VI)?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=2%3A3&viewport=377%2C349%2C0.36&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=2%3A3


Mid Fidelity (addressing user must haves and should haves) 

Users are able to manually key 
in/edit expenses with an 

expenses screen 

Users are able to see an 
overview of their expenses right 

on the 1st screen (dashboard)

User can customise on the 
tracking period they wish to track 

on



Usability Testing
Usability testing was done with mid fidelity prototype with the following goals in mind:

● User is able to navigate to required screen (adding of cards and bank accounts) without trouble
● User is able to add expenses 
● Gathering feedback from the users after going through the app

Findings were collated in the table below for issue prioritisation and solution generating for the high-fi product.

ID Task Task 
criticality 

Where Description Impact P1 P2 P3 Freq Severity

1 Navigating to 
cards and bank 
accounts page

3 My 
cards/Accounts

Adding both card and 
bank account might end 
up double counting 
expenses

5 1 1 0.67 10.05

2 Previous and next screens 
are not aligned

2 1 0.33 1.98

3 Adding 
expenses

5 Expenses Confused of the use of +/- 3 1 1 0.67 10.05

4 Asked where the recurrent 
expenses option is 

5 1 1 0.67 16.75



App title
Track my 
Expenses

Color Scheme
Green has been found to 
be associated with 
money, and blue is 
associated with trust.  



HIGH
FI

Prototype Link

https://www.figma.com/proto/Ic29bZey7BIVsW5ehisgGD/High-Fi-(VI)-(Copy)?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=2%3A3&viewport=-542%2C-191%2C0.75&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=2%3A3


High Fidelity (addressing usability testing feedback) 

Replacing bank account with 
manual expenditure output 

outlets

Ability to add recurring expenses
(technicalities not expanded upon 

due to time constraints)

Redesign of calculator to 
minimise confusion



What’s Next?
● Expanding features of the app that were not 

identified as key for this project 
● Optimising custom selections and period 

(minimising amount of input)
● Continue with user testing and product 

improvement



Evaluation
● Practiced end to end UX design process leading 

to final prototype that addresses real-world 
problem

● Enjoyed seeing information and parts slowly 
forming into a final prototype bit by bit 

● Challenging to make decisions, but learnt to 
prioritise with prioritisation techniques 



Thank 
you!

For comments, suggestions, feedback or questions, i’m contactable on 
telegram @suremessy

Photos & icons from Behance, Unsplash, Flaticon, Pinterest 
Tools used: Miro, Figma 

https://t.me/suremessy

